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This guide is to help teachers incorporate the Arts into their core curriculum.
Students in grades 3-8 will take the NPS Arts Assessment test during the
spring semester of the 2013-2014 school year. In order to give students the
necessary skills to succeed we have prepared a study guide for teachers so
they will have the necessary knowledge of art to pass on to their students.
The areas for testing in the 2013-2014 school year will come only from
Standard I of the Priority Academic Student Skills for Visual Arts.
Standard I: 5th Grade
Language of Visual Art-The student will identify visual art terms
(e.g., collage, design, original, portrait, paint, and subject).
The areas covered are:
1. Appropriate Art Vocabulary
2. Elements of Art
3. Principles of Design
4. Use the above to learn how artwork is made with respect to:
materials, media, techniques, and to express original ideas/artwork,
sources of ideas, as well as to understand that artists may create
artwork to express emotions/ideas for fun or as a career.
5. Students should also discuss observations of visual and expressive
features seen in the environment (such as colors, textures, shapes,
etc.)
1. Art Vocabulary:
* Collage - Artwork made by pasting pieces of paper or other
materials to a flat surface.
* Design - The way art elements are put together in a work of art, also
called composition.
* Original - Artwork that looks very different from other artwork; not
copied.
* Portrait - A painting or drawing of a person.
* Paint - n. A special colored liquid used to give color to something.
v. To make a picture using a brush and colored liquids.
* Subject matter - All the objects seen in a work of art.

2. The Elements of Art are the basic building blocks of all artwork.
Artwork can be broken down into these basic elements:
* Line
* Texture
* Shape
* Value
* Color
* Space
* Form
What you should know about the Elements of Art:
* Line - different types:
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* Line - different qualities:
thick;

thin;

jagged; ~ ~ ~ ~ curved;

. . . . . . . . dotted

* Shape - two kinds:
Organic:

Geometric

* Color - the color wheel is used to guide us in mixing colors.

Color Wheel
Primary Colors on
the Color Wheel

Secondary Colors
Are created by mixing 2
primary colors.

Intermediate Colors
are created bv mixing
2 secondary colors.

* Complementary Colors: Opposite colors on the color wheel.
The opposite of blue-violet is yellow-orange.
* Color Schemes:
Warm colors - red, orange, yellow
Cool colors - blue, violet, green
Neutrals - brown, black, white, gray
Tints - a color mixed with white, making it lighter
Shades - the darkness or tone of a color; dark blue or very dark blue
* Form - An object that can be seen from many sides (3 dimensional),
an object that is not flat.
A sculpture (statue) or a clay pot has form.

* Texture - The way something feels to the touch or looks like it feels.
There are 2 kinds of texture:
Actual Texture (real)
Visual Texture (implied)
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* Value - The lightness or darkness of a color.
Color Value Scale

* Space - The area in an artwork. There are 2 kinds of space.

Positive Space

Negative Space

(area taken up by object)

(empty area around object)

Space also includes;
Background: The part of a work of art that looks farthest away from the
viewer.
Foreground: The part of a work of art that appears closest to the viewer.
This is often the most important part of the work.
Middleground: The part of a work of art that appears midway between two
things, such as the foreground and the background.
Overlap: One part (as a line, shape or color) covers some of another part.
Perspective: The technique of representing 3-D objects and depth on a 2-D
surface.
Placement: The act of placing or arranging things in a composition/artwork.

Background
(very back/sky)
Overlap
Middle-ground
(between foreground
and background)

Foreground (front)

3. The Principles of Design are:
* Repetition
* Balance
* Rhythm
* Movement
* Center of Interest
* Contrast
What you should know about the Principles of Design

*Variety

* Repetition - The repeating of any object, shape or design to create interest
in a work.
*** ++*** ++ *** ++ repeating in a planned manner creates a pattern.
* Rhythm - The arrangement of parts of an artwork. The artwork is created
by using repitition....it creates a rhythm (as in music) throughout the
artwork.
Example: In Van Gogh's Starry Night the lines in the sky create a rhythm.

* Center of Interest - Sometimes called emphasis, is the focal point of an
artwork....the first thing you want people to notice in the work. It grabs the
viewer's interest.
Good Center of Interest

Poor Center of Interest

* Balance - Achieved in a work of art when opposite sides contain elements
of equal balance. There are 2 kinds of balance:
Symmetric-Balanced

Same on each side

Asymmetric-Unbalanced

Not the same on each side

* Movement - This occurs when the artist uses elements to move the
viewer's eye across the work.

* Contrast - This occurs when the viewer is meant to compare opposite
things in the artwork to attract the viewer's eye.
Examples: big/small
many/few
dark/light
Example of dark/light contrast

* Variety - The artist uses a variety of the elements so the work is
interesting/not dull.
The artist uses a variety of shapes, colors, etc.

4. Students should use the Elements of Art and Principles of Design to
express original ideas/artwork. Students should also discuss observations of
visual and expressive features seen in the environment (such as colors,
textures, shapes, etc.)
Types of Visual Art:
* Horizon Line - n. The point in a landscape painting where the sky
appears to meet the ground.
* Landscape - n. Artwork that shows an outdoor scene.
* Painting - n. A painted picture.

* Portrait - A painting or drawing of a person.
* Pottery - n. Artwork made of clay and hardened by heat
* Sculpture - n. A 3 dimensional (3-D) piece of artwork formed from
stone, clay, wood, metal, etc.
* Still life - n. Artwork that shows non-living things such as books,
candles or the like.
* Weaving - n. Artwork created by lacing together strands of
materials such as yarn, thread or paper.

You may choose to use the following review pages as overheads, posters or
hand-outs.
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SHAPE
Organic

Geometric

Color Wheel

Complementary Colors
red / green

yellow / violet

orange /blue

COLOR SCHEMES
Warm Colors
Red, Orange, Yellow
Cool Colors
Blue, Violet, Green
Neutrals
Brown, Black, White, Gray
Tints
A color mixed with white, making it lighter.
Shades
The darkness of a color as dark or very
dark blue.

COLOR VALUE SCALE
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SPACE
The heart is the Positive Space - area taken
up by an object.
The area around the heart is Negative Space
- empty area around an object.

PLACEMENT
Background
(very back/sky)

Overlap

Middle-ground
(between foreground
and background)
Foreground (front)

RHYTHM
Example:
In Van Gogh's Starry Night the lines in the sky create a
rhythm.

CENTER OF INTEREST
Good Center of Interest

Poor Center of Interest

BALANCE
Symmetric-Balanced

Asymmetric - Unbalanced

MOVEMENT

CONTRAST

VARIETY

Suggested Art Activities -5th Grade
• Draw, paint or color with crayons or markers, an original portrait of yourself, a
friend or a famous person. Use different color schemes in different values. Do
the center of interest in warm colors and background in cool colors. Try to
include a pattern in the clothing or in the background.
• Draw, paint or color with crayons or markers to create a landscape that contains
a horizon line and a variety of at least 5 different subjects and colors. Use
asymmetric balance in your design. Also include different lines to create
movement and repetition. You might get an idea from something you are
learning or have learned in Social Studies.
• Draw, paint or color with crayons or makers to create organic and geometric
shapes. Use primary and secondary colors to write your spelling words inside
the shapes. You can do this with other words such as school subjects, friends or
favorite activities. You can also do this with math fact families.
• Draw, paint or color with crayons or makers to create a still life that includes a
piece of pottery, sculpture or other 3-D form. Use negative and positive space
in your composition (design). If you use watercolors sprinkle table salt on the
wet colors to create an unusual and interesting effect.
•

Use contrasting colors or intermediate colors to create a weaving using paper strips.
Some students may know how to weave bracelets using yarn.

• Draw, paint or color with crayons or markers a large artist's pallet. Use
the computer to vary font size and design and make a list of art
vocabulary. Cut the words out and use them to create a collage by
gluing the art words inside the shape of the pallet.
• Draw, paint or color with crayons or markers a landscape that uses perspective.
Visualize yourself standing in the middle of the road and looking ahead toward
the horizon line. The sides of the road would appear to come together as they
approach the horizon. Put other subject matter in your picture that overlaps by
the placement of a variety of objects in the foreground, middleground and
background.
Use only neutral, tints and shades to color your piece.

